Studying vocal fold vibrations in Parkinson's disease with a nonlinear model.
A nonlinear model is applied to study pathologic vocal vibratory characteristics and voice treatments of Parkinson's disease. We find that a number of pathologic vocal characteristics commonly observed in Parkinson's disease, including reduced vibratory intensity, incomplete vocal closure, increased phonation threshold pressure, glottal tremor, subharmonics, and chaotic vocal fold vibrations, can be studied with this nonlinear model. We also find that two kinds of clinical voice treatments for Parkinson's disease, including respiratory effort treatment and Lee Silverman voice treatment can be studied with this computer model. Results suggest that respiratory effort treatment, in which subglottal pressure is increased, might aid in enhancing vibratory intensity, improving glottal closure, and avoiding vibratory irregularity. However, the Lee Silverman voice treatment, in which both subglottal pressure and vocal fold adduction are increased, might be better than respiratory effort treatment. Increasing vocal fold thickness would be further helpful to improve these pathologic characteristics. The model studies show consistencies with clinical observations. Computer models may be of value in understanding the dynamic mechanism of disordered voices and studying voice treatment effects in Parkinson's disease.